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Abstract

Rationale, aims and objectives Many objective measures rating quality of doctors, hospitals, and medical groups are publicly reported. Surgical patients may have more opportunity to use quality measures than other types of patients to guide their choice of provider. If surgical patients are able to choose higher quality providers, overall surgical quality might increase. Objective To determine what procedure-specific measures of surgical quality are available to consumers facing surgery in California and what new measures will be available by 2005. Methods We searched for and surveyed organizations publicly reporting data on health care quality in California. We asked about current quality measures and new measures set for public release by 2005. Included measures had to be procedure-specific and results separated by hospital. The main outcome measures were the number of quality measures; conceptual aspect of quality measured; and type of risk-adjustment used. Results Eighteen organizations publicly report any health care quality measures in California. These organizations report 333 measures, of which 32 (10%) are procedure-specific measures of surgical quality. There is at least one quality measure for 21 different procedures; these procedures account for 14% of all major operations. Three new measures will be released by 2005. Conclusions Californians facing surgery have limited information regarding quality of their care; few new measures are planned. Eighty-six per cent of patients would find no quality measures related to planned procedures. Public release of performance data is unlikely to improve the quality of health care unless the number and comprehensiveness of measures increase dramatically.

Introduction

Many industrialized countries are undertaking efforts to publicly report data on health care quality (Department of Health 2000; Australian Council for Safety and Quality in Health care 2002). In the United States, some measures of the quality of plans, hospitals, medical groups, and individual physicians have been publicly reported for several years. Data suggest that consumers may use these measures to guide some of their choices (Chassin et al. 1996). However, in some cases, patients may be unable to use these data to choose a health care provider. For example, a person requiring trauma care has little opportunity to make provider choices. For some conditions, consumers may value familiarity with the provider more than a quality score (Berry et al. 2001).

Surgical patients may be ideal candidates to use quality data in selecting a provider because many
have time to plan their care. They might also be willing to travel to a less convenient location for surgery because surgical care is typically time-limited. Americans undergo more than 41 million major surgical procedures every year, creating a large group of people potentially interested in measures of surgical quality (Vital and Health Statistics 2001).

The United States has been at the forefront of the quality report card movement (Marshall et al. 2000). We examined the adequacy of the currently reported data on surgical quality in one large US state. We determined what procedure-specific quality data will be available to California patients facing non-obstetric surgery in 2005, and whether patients could use this information to determine which provider, plan, or hospital would provide the best care. We used California-specific data because California, with 12% of the total US population, is the most populous state in the nation and has the largest number of surgical procedures of any state (Giooum et al. 1996). California is also one of 17 states that publicly release an all-payer hospital database, which has been used to examine hospital quality (California Office of Statewide Health Planning and Development 2003).

Methods

There is no central repository of quality of care reports in California, nor is there a regulatory or licensing body that maintains a comprehensive listing of data sources. We began with a list of such measures, reported by a diverse group of organizations, that were available in California in 1998 (California Healthcare Foundation, unpublished manuscript). Using this list as a base, we developed a survey to elicit updated information from each of the organizations that provided data in 1998. We also asked each 1998 source to identify organizations that might be reporting quality data by 2005.

Where possible, we contacted these organizations and administered our survey. We also searched the Internet for sources of quality data on California health care providers. Our approach was designed to find a wide variety of information, all of which a determined patient would be able to find. We did not include measures that are not regularly updated or were reported only once.

Our survey elicited information about each quality measure, including the health system sector to which it applied; how the performance data were obtained; and what disease, procedure, or condition the item covered. Where possible we determined the populations to which the measure applied. The survey also asked how the data were publicized, what the time lag was from collection to release, and whether there were new measures under consideration for public release by 2005. We excluded obstetric procedures because obstetric providers are not usually selected with the expectation that they will be performing surgery.

We obtained data on frequency of procedures from the National Center for Health Statistics, the United Network for Organ Sharing, and California’s Office of Statewide Health Planning and Development, which publishes a database of all California hospital discharges (Vital and Health Statistics 2001; California Office of Statewide Health Planning and Development 2003; Scientific Registry of Transplant Recipients 2003).

Results

In 2002, we contacted more than 20 organizations; 18 publicly reported 333 measures of health care quality in California. Thirty-two (10%) of these were procedure-specific measures of surgical quality, which rated quality for 21 different procedures. All surgical quality measures described care at the hospital level; none reported information about specific health plans, medical groups, or surgeons. The 10 most common surgical procedures account for 22% of the procedures done in California; six of the 10 most common non-obstetric procedures had no associated quality measures.

The procedures for which measures were available include eight types of solid organ transplant, six cardiovascular surgeries, a group of interventional cardiology procedures, several orthopaedic procedures, one urologic procedure (prostatectomy), and surgery for oesophageal cancer. These procedures accounted for 331 693 (14%) of the 2381 601 procedures performed in California in 1999.

We divided the measures into structure, process, and outcome measures using definitions described by Donabedian (1980). Twelve procedures had associ-
ated structural measures. There were no process measures, and 20 procedures had associated outcome measures (Fig. 1). The one reported measure of health care structure was the number of procedures performed annually at a given hospital. This number was reported for 12 procedures (abdominal aortic aneurysm surgery, coronary bypass surgery, carotid endarterectomy, oesophageal cancer surgery, and eight types of solid organ transplant). These 12 procedures accounted for 74,176 surgeries in 1999, 3% of the California total for that year. No surgeon-specific volume measures were reported.

Outcome measures were of two types: death rates, and combined death and complication rates. Individual hospital death rates were reported for each type of solid organ transplant and for Coronary Artery Bypass Graft (CABG). For 11 procedures, in-hospital death rates and major complication rates were combined to produce a quality score. Major complications, defined by ICD-9CM codes, include such things as complication of an orthopaedic implant, stroke, cardiac arrest, excessive bleeding, and some infections. The nine procedures for which death rates were reported accounted for 58,716 surgical procedures in California in 1999 (2% of the total); combined morbidity and mortality measures covered 316,346 procedures (13% of the total).

All outcome measures were risk adjusted (Table 1). For solid organ transplants and for CABG,
death rates were adjusted using data abstracted from medical records. Examples of medical record data used in adjustments for organ transplants include cold ischaemia time, medical condition at transplant (i.e. in hospital, in ICU, not hospitalized), and degree of HLA mismatch. For CABG, adjusters include New York Heart Association class, serum creatinine, and degree of coronary artery stenosis.

The remainder of the measures relied on administrative risk adjustment models, using ICD-9CM discharge codes to control for patient characteristics (Table 1). The risk adjustment process was reflected in reported death rates by providing observed and expected death rates. A lower observed than expected mortality indicates better quality and a higher observed to expected ratio worse quality. For quality scores (which integrate death and complication rates), risk adjustment was reflected by grouping hospitals into three categories. The category ‘best’ means that risk-adjusted outcomes were statistically significantly better than expected, ‘as expected’ means no statistically significant difference between observed and expected, and ‘poor’ means risk-adjusted outcomes are statistically significantly worse than expected (Healthgrades, Inc., copyright 1999–2004).

The 32 surgical quality measures we found were reported by five different organizations. There was some joint and duplicate reporting. For example, the Pacific Business Group on Health and the Office of Statewide Health Planning and Development (OSHPD) jointly report data on coronary artery bypass surgery (Damberg et al. 2001). Hospitals performing transplants voluntarily reported organ-specific data for the 16 transplant outcome measures to the United Network for Organ Sharing (Scientific Registry of Transplant Recipients 2003).

The remainder of the measures relied on data reported under statutory or regulatory requirement. Hospitals receiving Medicare payments must report in-hospital death and complication rates for Medicare patients having a variety of procedures, and in California a state agency releases similar data for all health care payers. Complications reported in this database are limited to those with ICD-9-CM codes.

Three new measures are expected by 2005, and one current measure will change to mandatory reporting. By that date, Healthgrades will add a hospital-level measure related to carotid endarterectomy and OSHPD will begin to release hospital-specific data on mortality after hip fracture. Recent legislation requires that by 2004, all California hospitals performing CABG publicly report risk-adjusted mortality (e.g. reporting this measure will no longer be voluntary). By 2005 these hospitals must also report surgeon-specific mortality data, and OSHPD will publicly release these data (Table 2).

**Discussion**

We searched an existing database, surveyed organizations that report health care quality, and searched the Internet for measures related to surgical quality of care in California. We found relatively little data to aid a conscientious consumer interested in using objective quality measures to plan surgery, and the existing data had significant shortcomings. There were no data related to specific surgeons or medical groups; all measures were reported at the hospital level only. The majority of measures relied on administrative data for risk adjustment. There were no procedure-specific functional assessments or procedure-specific satisfaction scores reported (the Patient Evaluation of Performance in California survey assesses satisfaction with surgical care by hospital, but it is not procedure specific) (California HealthCare Foundation 2002). Few new measures will be added to the current set in the next several years.
Overall, only 14% of surgical procedures performed in the state had associated measures. Many common procedures, including six of the 10 most common major non-obstetric surgical procedures performed in California, were not represented by any quality measures. Only three new measures are expected over the next 3 years.

Using Dorniedan’s conceptual model, we found measures of surgical quality pertaining to structure and outcome of care. Examples of structural measures include the type of specialists performing surgery, whether residents or trainees are involved in the procedure, and the number of procedures performed at a particular institution. Of these, only numbers of procedures are currently publicly reported in an organized fashion. Procedure-specific measures of hospital volume account for 12 of the 32 surgical quality measures reported in California.

A large body of research has examined the relationship between mortality and surgical volume (Birkmeyer et al. 2003). For some complex procedures that are infrequently performed, researchers have found an inverse association between volume and mortality (Begg et al. 1998; Dudley et al. 2000; Epstein 2002). Birkmeyer and colleagues recently found a statistically significant inverse relationship between hospital volume and mortality for 14 cardiovascular or cancer-related procedures (Birkmeyer et al. 2002). However, this association has not been consistently found in studies of the mildly to moderately complex procedures that comprise the majority of surgeries performed (Khuri et al. 1999). Even when the hospital-volume–mortality link exists, its explanatory power may be limited. For example, for some procedures volume explains as little as 18% of the variation in mortality (Hughes et al. 1987). Physician volume may also predict morbidity and mortality; some studies have found such a link, others have not (Hughes et al. 1987; Pellegrini et al. 1989; McGrath et al. 2000; Birkmeyer et al. 2003). If a consumer uses the available data to select a high-volume hospital, he or she cannot be guaranteed a high-volume surgeon.

For individuals facing a common procedure of low-to-moderate complexity, it is far from clear that selecting a high volume hospital or surgeon will improve morbidity or reduce mortality. Hospital volume may be more useful for making policy decisions regarding regionalization of very complex, infrequently performed procedures than for individual patient decision making (Birkmeyer et al. 2002; Epstein 2002). Dudley calculated that regionalizing surgery for 11 conditions could potentially reduce mortality for these procedures by 13–37% (Dudley et al. 2000). The Leapfrog Group, a US business group dedicated to improving health care quality, has proposed volume standards for five procedures, and its members intend to preferentially contract with health care organizations meeting those standards (Birkmeyer et al. 2000).

Structural factors other than volume have also been linked to differences in quality. Several studies have found lower mortality in university teaching hospitals, compared with affiliated teaching and non-teaching hospitals, although morbidity and length of stay may be greater (Hartz et al. 1989; Hutter et al. 2000; Yuan et al. 2000; Khuri et al. 2001). Whether a hospital is part of an academic medical centre or has a teaching program is publicly available information and could be useful to consumers. But structural

---

**Table 2 Organisations reporting procedure-specific surgical quality measures in California**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reporting organisation</th>
<th>Publicly reported measures</th>
<th>Additional measures to be reported by 2005</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthgrades</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific Business Group on Health (PBGH)</td>
<td>5*</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office of Statewide Health Planning and Development (OSHPD)</td>
<td>0*</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumers Checkbook</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total unique measures</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Excludes measures reported jointly with UNOS and OSHPD.*
measures such as procedure volumes do not give a complete picture of surgical quality (Begg et al. 1998). More direct measures of quality include measures of what happens to patients (outcome measures) and assessments of what surgeons actually do to their patients (process measures).

Risk adjustment to account for inherent differences among patient populations is a critical step in developing sound outcome measures for surgery (Daley et al. 2001), and all reported outcomes were risk adjusted. There are many ways to risk adjust for surgical outcomes, and the method chosen may influence what is found: two studies using clinical risk factors did not find a link between a hospital’s volume and its risk-adjusted mortality rate (Khuri et al. 1999; Damberg et al. 2001).

The most accurate methods of risk adjustment involve collecting clinical data. Systems such as the US Veterans Administration (VA) National Surgical Quality Improvement Project (NSQIP) and the Physiological and Operative Severity Score for the enUmeration of Mortality and Morbidity (POSSUM) system from the UK are among the most accurate methods identified to date (Khuri et al. 1997; Copeland 2002). These data collection programs are labour intensive. NSQIP, for example, relies on a full-time nurse abstractor at each VA hospital.

Administrative data, while easier to collect, have not been as useful for predicting surgical outcomes (Best et al. 2002). Current coding practices make it impossible to separate pre-existing conditions from post-surgical complications. (California has recently introduced a sixth digit into its hospital discharge coding that asks whether the condition coded was present on admission or occurred during hospitalization. If the reliability and validity of that code can be demonstrated, then this limitation of administrative data may be overcome.) In addition, between-hospital variation in the conscientiousness of coding may affect quality scores that are risk-adjusted using administrative data. More thorough coding of comorbid conditions might increase the expected mortality rate for a procedure; more thorough coding of complications might increase the observed complication rate. We found that only those measures involving voluntary reporting (i.e. organ transplant and CABG) currently use clinical data for risk adjustment. The remainder use administrative data. This will change when, in 2005, California’s mandatory CABG reporting system becomes active, as it requires clinical data collection.

Process quality measures may be more sensitive to differences in quality than are outcome measures. A smaller sample is needed to calculate statistically valid measures because process measures can focus on care that all or nearly all patients with a particular condition should have (e.g. whether patients get appropriate prophylactic antibiotics before surgery). Because smaller samples are adequate, process measures may be used to examine care delivered by individual physicians, rather than by groups of physicians. Furthermore, because process measures address what is actually done, they are less confounded by patients’ disease characteristics and do not require extensive risk adjustments. Strong links between processes and outcomes have been documented for some conditions, allowing these measures to be used as proxies for outcomes of interest (Adler et al. 2000).

Despite these theoretical advantages, we found no publicly reported measures of process quality for surgical care. In many other areas of care, process measures predominate. For example, the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) Diabetes Quality Improvement Project and the National Committee on Quality Assurance Health Employer Data and Information Set (HEDIS) both use process measures almost exclusively. Efforts to better understand surgical quality, such as the VA NSQIP, are underway and may make measuring the quality of surgical processes more feasible in the future (Khuri et al. 2002).

How can consumers use the available data to better inform their choices about surgical care? They could use information that relates to overall care, such as whether a hospital is accredited by the Joint Commission, or how it scores on measures of patient satisfaction. However, a recent survey suggests that patients would prefer information related to their specific condition (Berry et al. 2001). For 86% of surgical patients in California, this type of condition-specific information does not exist. These patients can only rely on indirect measures, such as whether or not a hospital has a surgical training program, or on the results of patient experience surveys such as the Patients’ Evaluation of Performance in California.
Even if a consumer has a condition for which data are reported, he or she will still face difficulties in using the data effectively. Until 2005, when surgeon-level data on coronary artery bypass become public in California, all surgical quality measures provide data at the hospital level only.

For most common procedures, morbidity and mortality are low and consumers might be better served by data on satisfaction or functional outcomes. Many such procedure-specific measures exist (e.g. the Western Ontario and McMaster University Osteoarthritis Index for functional outcomes after knee or hip replacement, and the Duke Activity Status Index for CABG), but we found no public reporting of these types of measures (Bellamy et al. 1988; Hlatky et al. 1989). Furthermore, none of the organizations surveyed had plans to release such measures by 2005.

Many procedures have only one related quality measure. For those few procedures that have more than one available measure, a consumer could try to integrate the procedure-specific results with more general information to arrive at a decision. That is, a consumer could try to have his or her procedure at an academic medical centre that has a high surgical volume and low risk-adjusted morbidity and mortality. For procedures with only one measure, it would seem reasonable to give weight to that measure, despite the limitations of administrative risk adjustment and of using volume as a proxy for quality. For the consumer who finds discordance among available measures, little guidance can be offered. No data exist to decide whether outcome measures that are risk-adjusted with administrative data are more valid indicators of overall surgical quality than are, for example, structural measures (e.g. volume).

We found only three new measures proposed for release by 2005. Quality measures take several years from conception to implementation, and any new measures to be publicly available by 2005 would have to be in the advanced stages of development at the time of our survey.

Our data have several shortcomings. We collected data in 2002 and have not repeated our survey. We focused our search on California, and our findings may not be representative of other states or of efforts at the national level. California makes public an all-payer hospital database that the majority of other states do not. In addition, because of high managed-care penetration, California may be a more ‘mature’ market in terms of health care quality measures. Both of these factors might increase the relative number of measures reported in California compared with other states.

Our method of surveying existing reporting organizations and searching the Internet for quality measures may have missed some measures. Our goal was to identify the data a conscientious person would find as he or she looked for health care information, and we conducted a more thorough search than even the most dedicated person might be expected to perform. We found no data on surgeon quality and only limited data on hospital quality for surgical services.

By 2005, the majority of California consumers facing surgery will be unable to find information to guide their decisions. Those consumers that do find information may not find it useful, particularly for procedures with low morbidity and mortality. Unless a concerted effort is undertaken to increase the number of conditions for which quality data are available, and to make available reliable measures of functional outcomes, most consumers will not be able to choose surgical providers based on important measures of quality. Thus, in the near term, improvements in surgical quality in California will need to depend on stimuli other than public release of data.
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